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Kitsch and its Opposition

	Society clings to idealism. Even in modern times the tattered remnants of ancient ideologies coupled with the continual emergence of new ideals influence and direct the structure of human lives. Idealism becomes the last best chance for hope in the world. Behind the paltry influence of each single ideology there is a power more pervasive and manipulative. This power is kitsch. According to Milan Kundera in his novel, "The aesthetic ideal is kitsch...kitsch is the absolute denial of shit both in the literal and figurative senses of the word" (Kundera 248). Using this definition as a base, kitsch becomes the ultimate motivational force in society. It can adapt to service any social, political, economic, or cultural element of human existence. In this manner kitsch becomes almost omnipotent. An examination of reification, repressive desublimation, Jungian psychology, and postmodern thought is merited and gives credence to the possibility of an authentic opposition to kitsch. Using an aesthetic medium, particularly the novel, the struggle against kitsch can be studied.      
	Before delving into the possibility of opposing and resisting kitsch it is necessary to derive a clear working definition of kitsch. This definition relies heavily upon Kundera's vision of kitsch and, therefore, any argument presented to demonstrate authentic opposition pertains solely to the following definition. Kitsch claims to speak to some absolute moral truth. It presents an ideal vision. All kitsch hinges on what Kundera terms "the categorical agreement with being." Essentially this entails supporting the idea that human existence is justified and advantageous (Kundera 248). It is necessary for kitsch to blind its followers to not only shit but death as well in order to promote this agreement with being.       

		"Tereza's dream reveals the true function of kitsch:       
		kitsch is a folding screen set up to curtain off      
		death"(Kundera 253). 

Kitsch teaches us to ascribe higher meanings to our lives beyond shit or death.      
	Because kitsch can cater to the needs of any social, political, economic, or cultural institution, kitsch has infiltrated every aspect of life. Kitsch tells us, "The brotherhood of man on earth will only be possible on a base of kitsch"(Kundera 251). We begin to see kitsch as inextricably bound to the very essence of humanity (Kundera 256). We pin our hopes on kitsch alone. Kundera sees varying degrees of kitsch throughout the world but believes that any belief system is inherently influenced (or corrupted) by kitsch. He also believes that all kitsch is continually moving toward totalitarianism: the absence of individuality.(Kundera 252) Freedom of thought is allowed only within the constraints that the kitsch defines. For example, the Peace Movement at Stanford (PEAS) will allow open forum discussions so long as its members succumb to the acceptance of pacifism.       

		"One is struck first of all by the apparent absolute     
		priority of peace: the group's self definition    
		mentions no other concerns. No attention is directed      
		toward social issues or questions of culture... Why is 
		the hypothetical possibility that violence might be an 
		appropriate method to achieve peace disqualified from the 
		start, despite the desire to `maintain an open 
		forum'"(Berman 75-76)?

Totalitarian control is the ultimate goal of each kitsch according to Kundera. Totalitarian kitsch is intolerant of doubts or questions which challenge its existence or authority. "The true opponent of totalitarian kitsch is the person who asks questions"(Kundera 254).      
	Kundera, in justifying the existence of kitsch, spends an inordinate amount of time proving that God cannot exist. To Kundera, the existence of a master narrative (God) is

		"completely incompatible with the fact that kitsch 
		influences the world around him every day. He creates an 
		elaborate argument based upon the existence of shit and 
	the subsequent dissatisfaction with existence.    

			"Either shit is acceptable (in which case don't lock       
		yourself in the bathroom) or we are created in an       
		unacceptable manner"(Kundera 248). 

From the absolute denial of God to the complete acceptance and assimilation of kitsch, Kundera swings from one extreme to the other. Because Kundera accepts the existence and inescapable nature of kitsch completely, he is very much a puppet of the kitsch he has helped to define.      
	Kundera becomes a product of kitsch because he fails to see the equally pervasive process of desublimation and reification. Kundera believes all life is a gradual progression toward the manipulative powers of kitsch. Reification, however, is the vehicle which propels subjective spontaneity forward into institutionalized kitsch. The end result of reification is a thoroughly bureaucratized institution committed to its own survival first and foremost (kitsch for kitsch's sake).       

		"The contemporary cultural situation is defined, at least 
		in part, by a critique of authority designed to stabilize 
		authority. Culture, as the purported antagonist of 
		bureaucracy, becomes bureaucracy's best alibi"
		(Berman 129).  

Repressive desublimation may be needed in some cases to act as a catalyst for reification. Desublimation entails demystifying potentially politically dangerous societal taboos such as sex or even art (Marcuse 81). "Art becomes the extension of politics, as the system of domination modernizes its mechanisms of control" (Berman 85). Desublimation makes sex a product to be consumed by society. Sex becomes permissible in society's eyes and, therefore, can be controlled and eventually bureaucratized until sex itself becomes kitsch. This kitsch can then be used to further enhance the process of reification in society. Reification renders any ideology politically helpless in terms of authentic opposition, for the ideology itself evolves (is reified) into kitsch and, thus assists in the pattern of domination (Berman 198).      
	Meridel LeSeur's novel North Star Country· is testimony to the numbing powers of reification. The novel is a bittersweet parody of heroic modernism. The messianic faith of the early explorers of the North Star Country, LaSalle, Nicolet, and Marquette, results in a brutally reified world. LeSeur chronicles the process of reification through her beloved homeland as a movement from optimism to despair. Kitsch brought people to the North Star Country only to destroy them. 

		"That the dignity of man is inalienable and that by his 
		own effort on this earth he can subjugate nature for the 
		good of all"(LeSeur 5). 

This was the kitsch that beckoned men to the North Star Country only to see their progeny hopelessly trapped. The fierce individualism and backwoods democracy of each separate farmer was overwhelmed by gigantic economic institutions controlled by men like Rockefeller, Jim Hill, and Andrew Carnegie who laughed at the kitsch of the farmers. They followed the kitsch of rabid monopolistic capitalism (LeSeur 279). These bloodthirsty capitalists sought domination in much the same way that Kundera described a movement toward totalitarian kitsch. 

		"The growth of corporations and absentee ownership of 
		natural resources brought a change in human 
		relationships, shifts of group allegiances, a new 
		pattern."(LeSeur 281-82)  

As the economic domination expanded and tightened around the North Star Country passion disappeared and femininity withered. LeSeur understands the vicious reification process and knows that the North Star Country is trapped in a downward spiral toward utter despair. The subjective spontaneous actions of those few mad Frenchmen were reified and the resulting kitsch dooms the North Star Country.      
	The process of reification is equally efficient is effecting kitsch whether or not the kitsch is based on subjectivity. Therefore, because a master narrative can be reified, and, eventually, become kitsch, the existence of God should be a moot point for Kundera. The master narrative is lost in the process of reification and is rendered almost completely useless as a method of authentic opposition. The institution supposedly supporting the master narrative has been or is being reified. The institution is more concerned with promoting its own survival than conveying the truths that are supposedly at its core.      
	In his attempt to disprove the existence of a master narrative Kundera is not suggesting we fall into blind complicity with kitsch. He believes that we cannot avoid kitsch, but we can resist it (Kundera 256). We may feel the need to cling to kitsch but that is testimony to the powers of manipulation inherent in kitsch. Kitsch desires self preservation. Kitsch ensures its survival by convincing its advocates that kitsch is integral to both their existence and their well being. Kundera falls into this trap cleverly set by kitsch and becomes an object of reification.      
	Kundera hints at a postmodern resistance to kitsch in The Grand March. Ultimately, his modernistic heart condemns him to become a mere product of kitsch by legitimating kitsch's very existence. Kundera, however, captures the very essence of the postmodern parody.       

		"It is the complicity of postmodern parody-its inscribing 
		as well as undermining that which it parodies-that is 
		central to its ability to be understood"(Hutcheon 105).  

Kundera's vision is selective. He recognizes and attacks the doxa surrounding the master narrative particularly the dedoxification of the existence of God but fails to see the 
modernist doxa to which he himself adheres.       

		"Underlying this notion of a postmodern process of    
		cultural dedoxification is a theoretical position       
		that seems to assert that we can only know the world 
		through a network of socially established meaning 
		systems" (Hutcheon 7).  

These established meaning systems are kitsch. Resistance to kitsch, therefore, exists only through the postmodern paradox.      The first step toward resisting kitsch is self reflexivity. Though you are a product of kitsch, you recognize the fact that you are being manipulated by kitsch.       

		"As soon as kitsch is recognized for the lie it is,       
		it moves into the realm of non-kitsch, thus losing     
		its authoritarian power and becoming as touching as any 
		other human weakness"(Kundera 256). 

In this manner kitsch itself can be dedoxified to a certain extent.      
	A postmodern thinker becomes the worst nightmare of kitsch. This thinker would constantly raise questions and doubts but would not advocate a specific ideological course of action.       "...no kitsch ends with a question. All kitsch ends with a statement"(Salmagundi 253). He or she would seek to deconstruct the doxas surrounding kitsch but would not suggest an alternative kitsch as a solution. By remaining politically neutral a postmodernist  could apply parody to the critique of any kitsch (Hutcheon 168).      
	Postmodern parody would most probably be expressed through some form of art. Art provides a glimmer of hope in the struggle for true opposition to kitsch.       

		"Parody can be used as a self reflexive technique that 
		points to art as art, but also art as inescapably bound 
		to its aesthetic and even social past" (Hutcheon 101).  

Aesthetic creativity provides alternate representations of reality. For the most part, art serves the prevailing ideology of a given society, but the possibility of a representation untainted by kitsch still exists. "The question of ideology's relation to subjectivity is central to postmodernism"(Hutcheon 108). The existence of an autonomous individual unlike the existence of a master narrative becomes vital to the possibility of authentic opposition to kitsch. Kundera unfortunately begins by assuming rather than questioning the existence of subjectivity. He becomes a tool of reified modernism.      Aesthetic creativity and in particular the novel provide examples of kitsch and representations of characters who succumb, embrace, manipulate, and wrestle with kitsch. Through examining characters' lives and motivations an author may strike a chord which rings of true subjectivity.      
	Kundera's characters in The Unbearable Lightness of Being  show a vast array of reactions to kitsch. Franz followed the Grand March. "The Grand March is the splendid march on the road to brotherhood, equality, justice, happiness" (Kundera 257). Franz believes that the Grand March gives his life higher meaning. He marches to protest the suffering in Cambodia with fellow advocates of this kitsch. Franz becomes self aware of the folly of the Grand March during the protest but complies w
ith kitsch willingly. "There are situations in which people are condemned to playact"(Kundera 268). He survives a dangerous confrontation during the protest only to be clubbed to death on a dark street for his wallet. He dies a meaningless death. The only thing that remains behind after Franz's death is the kitsch
 of his epitaph: "A return after long wanderings"(Kundera 278).      
	Tomas and Tereza slowly become aware of the control of kitsch. They fight kitsch. Kitsch, in turn, kills them. They are forced out of Prague and into the countryside where they die in a truck accident (Kundera 122). At first glance their deaths appear as meaningless as Franz's. Tomas and Tereza had love. Kundera submits the idea that kitsch taught Tomas and Tereza to ascribe higher meanings to their lives. In effect kitsch makes people want the impossible: higher meaning for life and death. There might not be anything beyond the love that they shared with each other. They struggled for something beyond kitsch in life but did not succeed. Like Franz, they are reduced to kitsch in death.      
	These three deaths served no purpose. Franz is looked upon as a fool for his complicity with kitsch. He sought higher meaning in life and found meaninglessness in death. Tomas and Tereza do not fair any better. They resist kitsch are subsequently killed. This may make resistance to kitsch seem futile; it is not. The deaths of Tomas and Tereza underscore the danger in trying to counter the powers of kitsch.      
	Sabina is successful in her struggle against kitsch. She bases her life on a belief in the inherent necessity of privacy. "A man who loses his privacy loses everything" (Kundera 113). She expresses this philosophy through her art and her desire for betrayal. Her art is subjective but ironically masked by a facade of kitsch (Kundera 254). She desires to live in the realm of non-kitsch. She embraces shit and accepts it as part of who 
she is. In doing so, Sabina is able to deny the denial of shit. Though Kundera does not believe Sabina can live outside the influence of kitsch, she does manage to defeat kitsch at least momentarily.      
	Like his characters, Kundera is sucked in by the manipulative nature of kitsch when he claims, "Kitsch is an integral part of the human condition"(Kundera 256). He legitimates kitsch's power and existence with this assumption and weakens or at least qualifies Sabina's resistance by claiming that kitsch cannot be escaped.      
	Characters in Joseph Conrad's Nostromo present a different attitude and critique of kitsch and its relation to subjectivity. The San Tome silver mine and the kitsch that surrounds it captivates the Gould family. Charles Gould's father was forced into taking the mine as repayment for loans to the government of Costaguana. The dormant mine hung like an albatross around his father's neck. The mine and the disgrace it brought killed Charles' father (Conrad 83). Charles vowed to avenge his father's death by making the San Tome mine profitable. Gould's ultimate goal was to use the proceeds from the Gould Concession to transform Costaguana itself into a respected nation.       

		"That's how your money making is justified here in       
		the face of lawlessness and disorder. It is justified       
		because the security which it demands must be shared       
		with an oppressed peopled. A better justice will come 
		afterwards" (Conrad 100).  

Gould's kitsch is the kitsch of a nineteenth century liberal, a kitsch which believes business profits will bring political, social, and economic goodness to a region. This kitsch consumes Charles Gould's life. It manifests itself physically in the form of the San Tome mine. His life is the mine. To call him simply an idealist would not do service to his extreme obsession with the mine. Unfortunately the evolution of Costaguana and Sulaco in particular did not conform to Gould's idealistic vision. Instead, Gould sets his nation on the path to complete reification not unlike LeSeur's North Star Country.      

		"The time approaches when all that the Gould Concession 
		stands for shall weigh heavily upon the people as the 
		barbarism cruelty, and misrule of a few years 
		back"(Conrad 423).

Thus Conrad demonstrates the tragically destructive force of kitsch. Gould's dream was motivated by kitsch. His kitsch results in the reification of Sulaco as the Occidental Republic.      Gould's nineteenth century liberal kitsch coupled with Holroyd's capitalistic kitsch manages to supersede the ideologies of Latin Americans. Where Gould's kitsch was hopelessly intertwined with the symbolism of the San Tome mine, Montero, Ribiero, and Sotillo saw the mine simply as a source of wealth. Their interest in the mine was motivated solely by greed. They each served different forms of kitsch totally unrelated to ideology behind the mine.

		"There is always something childish in the rapacity       
		of the passionate, clear-minded, Southern races,      
		wanting in the misty idealism of the Northerners,       
		who at the smallest encouragement dream of nothing      
		less than the conquest of the earth"(Conrad 287).
	
	The decisive factor, however, in the struggle for supremacy of kitsch in Costaguana was Nostromo. He was a pawn of Charles Gould's kitsch. Nostromo the angelic, bold, brave, loyal, and honorable Italian sailor serves the needs of Gould's obsession with unquestioning efficiency. He begins to gain self reflexivity when he is given full responsibility for the safety of the silver. After hiding Decoud and the silver on the Great Isabel Nostromo realizes how he is being used.       

		"Kings' ministers, aristocrats, the rich in general,       
		kept the people in poverty and subjection; they       
		kept them as dogs, to fight and hunt for their      
		service"(Conrad 349). 

Nostromo was fighting and hunting for Gould's service. His revulsion with his status as a pawn of kitsch motivates him to steal the silver. Eventually Nostromo even opposes Gould's kitsch openly by encouraging dissatisfaction and unrest. Nostromo's struggle to oppose kitsch causes his death. He is shot by Giorgio Viola while trying to get more silver. Nostromo remains a slave to the silver of the mine. Like Tomas and Tereza who try to resist kitsch, Nostromo dies a self aware but meaningless death. "The silver has killed me. It has held me. It holds me still" (Conrad 460).      
	Perhaps the most perplexing character in the novel in terms of motivation is Martin Decoud. He enters Costaguana as a man of the town, a socialite, a playboy. Decoud evolves slowly away from this image and eventually espouses kitsch which requires the independence of Sulaco. He harbors truly patriotic and nationalistic sentiments, though Decoud himself would never freely admit it (Conrad 179). Like others in Costaguana, Decoud begins to fall into the trap of the kitsch that he helped to create. His love for Antonia allows him to become self aware and avoid the idealistic trap. Antonia is intrigued by his separationist kitsch. Decoud is able to use his kitsch through his journalism and conversation to try and win or merit Antonia's love (Conrad 181). He escapes with the silver fearing for his safety. Secretly Decoud hopes that he might gain Anotnia's admiration for the appearance of an unwavering almost martyr like commitment to his kitsch.      
	Decoud's love for Anotnia does not survive on the Great Isabel. Like the women of the North Star Country, Martin Decoud is sucked dry by the Great Isabel.       

		"Decoud caught himself entertaining a doubt of his     
		own individuality...lost all belief in the reality      
		of his action past and to come"(Conrad 413). 

Decoud becomes a hollow shell. Conrad suggests that this is from a lack of kitsch. Decoud makes one last desperate grasp f
or humanity and sanity; he reaches for kitsch. He becomes a slave to kitsch rather than face the oblivion of sea and sky. He sinks to bottom of the ocean with four ingots of San Tome silver in his pockets.       

		"The spirits that hover about a forbidden treasure    
		understood well that the silver of the San Tome was 
		provided with a faithful lifelong slave" (Conrad 416).

Idealism is ultimately the instrument of Martin Decoud's death.      Conrad presents a pessimistic picture with respect to kitsch. True opposition to kitsch does not even seem to be a possibility. Whether the characters blindly accept kitsch, gradually become aware of kitsch and resist it, or cling to kitsch in desperation, the result is the same: a meaningless existence or a meaningless death. 
	Like Sabina for Kundera, Decoud is Conrad's best hope for resistance to kitsch from a subjective interior. Decoud is alone for ten days and he wraps himself in melancholy, loses his identity as an individual, and throws himself on the mercy of kitsch to save him through suicide. Even Sabina's resistance begins to seem laughable for someday she too will die a meaningless death, though her fight with kitsch was successful. Perhaps Kundera is correct when he asserts, "Kitsch is a stopover between being and oblivion" (Kundera 278).
	An authentic opposition to kitsch is still possible, however. Sabina's type of resistance is a cornerstone to this opposition. Postmodern self reflexivity is also required. Complete self awareness and kitsch exist in a dialectical relationship. Self reflexivity requires untainted honesty while kitsch is based fundamentally on denial. Therefore, in essence becoming self aware entails accepting and embracing shit as a basic part of the human condition. To some extent this parallels identification of Shadow projection in Jungian psychology and assimilating the Shadow archetype into the wholeness of the Self (Jung 151).
	Jonathan Swift, the eighteenth century author, aptly addresses the philosophical dilemma of shit as a recurring theme in his works. This preoccupation with shit became known as Swift's excremental vision of life. He was fascinated by the fact that the same organs that are used to express love and intimacy are used to eliminate waste products. Swift constantly explored the concept of the vulgar and the sublime coexisting in the same place (Brown 31). Sabina shared Swift's fascination with the irony of shit.       

		"She had a fantasy of Tomas setting her on the toilet       
		in her bowler hat and watching her void her bowels." 
		(Kundera 247)  

She acknowledged shit as an integral and even erotic part of her person. Acceptance of Swift's supreme irony is necessary in order to pose any real threat to kitsch.      
	Movement into the realm of non-kitsch is a journey into unexplored territory. It is an arduous task to separate one's self from ideology of any sort. The poetess Ai expresses this constant battle with kitsch in her poem "The Testimony of Dr. Robert J. Oppenheimer."       

		"To me the ideological high wire/ is for fools to     
		balance on with their illusions./ It is better to      
		leap into the void"(Ai 65). 

Ai believes in abandoning one's self to the search for something other than kitsch. She understands the power of kitsch and agrees with self reflexive resistance.      

		"We accept the worst in ourselves/ and are set free...       
		we tear ourselves down atom by atom,/ till electron       
		and positron,/ we become our own transcendent      
		annihilation" (Ai 65,67). 

Sabina defines her "leap into the void" through her desire for betrayal. She avoids kitsch by constantly betraying it.      

		"Betrayal means breaking ranks and going off into      
		the unknown. Sabina knew nothing more magnificent      
		than going off into the unknown"(Kundera 91).  
    
The search for the unknown, the non-kitsch, allows for the possibility of subjectivity in some form. Some fragment of the human experience may be sheltered from the power of kitsch. Aesthetic creativity provides an outlet for the expression of this authentic, truly unique portion of each person. Art in some form may be able to oppose kitsch. The existence of the collective unconscious and its archetypes as described by Carl Jung would lend great strength to this opposition (Fordham 23). The collective unconscious itself is a transhistorical, transcultural entity which cannot be attributed to any one particular kitsch or group of kitschs. It represents an element of true subjectivity that extends its powers to the very limits of human existence (Fordham 23). The pattern of manipulation is the extended to another level. Jung's collective unconscious and its archetypes would help to shape and mould the various kitschs which, in turn, dominate individuals and societies (Jung 101). Subjective spontaneity would have a voice through the archetypes of the collective unconscious and the chance of an opposing force to kitsch would exist through the visionary mode of aesthetic creativity.      
	Art then attains the revolutionary potential that Marcuse saw in it (Marcuse 79). Marcuse believed art, high art, spoke to the heart of human subjectivity and brought images into the li
ght that would have otherwise been trapped in the unconscious. Art creates an unreal world based on reality.  Artists therefore create subjective statements through their art.       

		"Art wills itself as illusion: as an unreal world    
		other than the established one. And precisely in       
		this transfiguration, art preserves and transcends      
		its class character" (Marcuse 87-88).

The inherent political power of art and novels in particular lies in the discovery and interpretation of these subjective statements. "A subversive potential is in the very nature of art" (Marcuse 103). Marcuse's optimism for an authentic opp
osition to kitsch through art was tempered in time by the problem of privacy. High art as it exists in today's society is in an advanced state of reification (Marcuse 81). It is controlled, produced, and displayed by various reified institutions. The hope of discerning art's oppositional merit is lost. Any form of public art, therefore, has lost its revolutionary potential.  Thus, Marcuse's wish for an explosive artistic revolution is replaced by Sabina's political statement of privacy. This statement makes the opposition to kitsch a gradual evolution toward postmodern self consciousness. From a base of self reflexivity many subjective artists may create art and influence people in private enough so as to create an undercurrent of authentic political reform.      
	Idealism and the kitsch that encompasses it is indisputably a dominant force in the world. In fact, Human lives become objects on a gradual progression toward total domination. Authentic resistance to kitsch is portrayed as futile and unnecessary. Aesthetic creativity, however, provides a glimmer of hope for the future of subjectivity especially as translated through Jungian psychology, postmodern thought and the need for privacy. The ongoing and probably never-ending resistance to kitsch raises an issue which forms the basis of the struggle itself: the justification of kitsch. Kitsch, whether justifiable or not, has prompted the development and evolution of great minds and new ideas on either side of this philosophical battlefield.                                 
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